


Welcome to
Roxeth Primary School

Welcome to Roxeth Primary school website. We hope to give you an insight into daily life here at Roxeth and to 
keep you up to date with exciting news and other important information.

Roxeth Primary School is one of the oldest schools in Harrow and we are proud of that history. Our school ethos is underpinned
and reflected in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and a ‘values’ based education. We have strong links
to our families, local schools and our community. We put every effort into ensuring our children become confident and
considerate citizens.

Working in partnership with you, we aim to ensure every child achieves his or her full potential, feels safe and happy at school
whilst developing a love of learning. We expect the best from our children and we help them to do their best.

Prospective parents and pupils are very welcome to look round the school, I hold regular sessions for new parents, please
contact the office for an appointment.

I am looking forward to getting to know the Roxeth Parents over the coming months

Mr. Steven Deanus
Headteacher



Ofsted October 2015

Short inspection of Roxeth Primary School

This inspection was carried out under the new OFSTED Framework for inspections that has been in place  
since September 2015 which entails an inspector making judgements on our continuing school  
improvement since the last inspection in November 2010.

I am delighted that we have maintained our grade for overall effectiveness as ‘Good’ under this new more stringent framework.
However, this doesn’t diminish our desire to achieve outstanding in our next report.

Please take time to read the report as it sets out where we currently are as a school. It reflects the huge amount of work that has  
taken place over time here at Roxeth and our continuing journey to make Roxeth a great place to learn and achieve in. What should  
be pleasing for everyone involved with the school is that the report recognises the rapid progress we have made in the last few years  
and the positive impact that this has had on our children.

I would like to thank everyone for their support. The improvements at Roxeth have taken place because of the full support of the
parents, the Governing Body, the hard work of the children and the dedication and expertise of the staff and we are proud of the
outcome of this inspection.

This is an exciting time for the school and I look forward to continuing our success in the coming years. Once again, thank you for
your continued support.

Yours sincerely

Mr. Steven Deanus
Headteacher



Governing Body 2018-2019

CHAIR: Mr S Peart

VICE-CHAIR:  Mr G Dunbar

LOCAL AUTHORITY GOVERNORS
Mrs R Baker

CO-OPTED GOVERNORS
Mr G Dunbar, Mrs V. Lawrence-French, Mr S Peart & Mrs E. Antcliffe

PARENT GOVERNORS
Mr. Chaudhary, Mrs Pirathees, Ms Furlong

STAFF GOVERNORS
Mr Byrne

HEADTEACHER: Mr. S Deanus

CLERK: Mrs Hempenstall

In attendance: Ms E Day, Acting Deputy Head

Each governor serves a term of four years. Parent governors and teacher governors are elected. Local Authority governors are nominated,
usually by the main political parties on the Council. The political representation on governing bodies broadly reflects that of the Council.
Governors also have the power to co-opt additional governors who have the same powers and voting rights as any other governor.

The Governing Body plays a key role in supporting the school to deliver high quality education. Its main responsibility is to establish the
strategic direction of the school and to monitor school policies and practices. The governing body must also monitor the budget to
ensure that public money is spent wisely in the pursuit of high standards.



SCHOOL TERM DATES
2018-2019

Autumn Term  
2018

Monday 3rd September – Wednesday 21st December 
Years 1 – 6 start Wednesday 5th September

Half term: Monday 22nd October - Friday 26th October

PD DAYS
(Staff Training)

Monday 3rd & Tuesday 4th September - School closed for pupils

Spring  
Term  
2019

Monday 7th January – Friday 5th April 2019 **

Half Term: Monday 18th February - Friday 22nd February

PD DAY

(Staff Training)
Monday 7th January 2019 - School closed for pupils

Summer Term  
2019

Monday 22nd July – Friday 19th July **  
May Day Bank Holiday – Monday 6th May
Half Term: Monday 27th May – Friday 31st May

PD DAYS

(Staff Training)

** All year groups will finish at 2.00pm on the last day of each full term, 21st December,
5th April , 19th July. The Autumn term for 2019 will not commence before 3rd September 2019.

From September 2013 the DfE has amended the 2006 attendance regulations removing references to family holiday and  
extended leave as well as the statutory threshold of ten school days. The amendments make clear that Headteachers may  

not grant any leave of absence during term time unless there are exceptional circumstances. We understand that there  
may be exceptional circumstances which may necessitate a longer absence for an agreed period, but this is also  

discretionary. Leave taken without permission will be recorded as unauthorised or may result in a penalty  
notice being issued

Monday 22nd & Tuesday 23rd July 2019 - School closed for pupils
May Day Bank holiday 6th May 2019 - School closed for pupils



Our Mission Statement

Equality, Excellence, Education

TOGETHER AT ROXETH WE CAN ACHIEVE

Aims of the School

In Partnership with parents:

To promote academic and personal achievement through finding joy in life and learning  

To maintain a happy, secure, healthy and safe school

To give praise and encouragement so that every member of the community is valued  

To learn to express our own thoughts and ideas confidently

To work together listening to one another in order to understand differences between us

To prepare our pupils to become active, creative, healthy  responsible citizens



School Organisation

Admissions at Roxeth

Forms for admission are available from the school office or the Civic Centre. They can be completed and returned after the child’s third
birthday. Children enter Reception in the September during the school year in which they have their fifth birthday. All places are
allocated by Harrow Council in line with their Primary School Admissions policy. A list showing the priority given to roads in the area is
available at public libraries.

Visits usually take place every week on Tuesdays at 11am and can be arranged through the school office on 020 8422 1344

School Hours

Parents are kindly asked not to allow the children onsite before 8:30am as there is no adult supervision in the playground. After  
8:30am, a member of staff will be situated between the KS1 & KS2 playing areas. Children can come in to school building at 8.40 am  
where they are supervised with a soft start activity.

School Attendance

There are 448 children on the school roll. During the academic year 2017-2018 there were no permanent exclusions.

Absence information

If your child is absent for any reason it is important that you inform the school in writing or by phone as soon as possible on 020 8422  
1344 take the absence option. Children should be at school during term time. From September 2013 the DfE has amended the 2006 
attendance regulations  removing references to family holiday and extended leave. The amendments make clear that the Headteacher
may not grant any  leave of absence during term time unless there are exceptional circumstances. In exceptional circumstances 
permission may be  granted at the discretion of the Headteacher. A Request for Leave form is available from the school office.

Reception Class –Year 2  
8:40am - 12noon  
1:00pm – 3:30pm

Years 3 – 6  
8:40am – 12:15pm
1:15pm – 3:30pm



Contact with Parents

Co-operation with parents is regarded as fundamental to the interests of both home and school; we recognise that such links are  
essential for the success of children while at Roxeth.  A Home/School agreement is in place which all parents are asked to sign.
Parents’ Evenings are held each term to discuss progress and personal development. A written report for each child is provided in the
summer term. Teachers are available to discuss issues with parents as they arise; however it is better to arrange to meet the teacher at
the end of the day. Any queries about school policies, curriculum documents or reports should be directed to the school office.

Medical information

Please make sure that we have up-to-date information on how to contact you or a friend/neighbour in case your child should become  
sick during the school day. If your child has a recurring or infectious illness please let us know.  In special circumstances we can 
administer medicines, but you must sign a permission slip which is available from the welfare officer.

Safeguarding children

At Roxeth we have a legal and moral duty to protect the children at school. If your child is accidentally injured at home please tell the  
teacher of the circumstances. We may need to ask you about bruising or cuts. A referral will be made to

Children’s Services if:
• We suspect a non accidental injury.
• The child appears neglected.
• The child is being abused.

The lead person for safeguarding at Roxeth is Ms Day, or speak to any of the senior team at the school.

Charging policy

The school has a long tradition of running educational visits and residential school journey.
A subsidy through Pupil Premium is also available for families in receipt of income support, family credit or facing difficult  
circumstances.  If this is the case, please let the Headteacher know.



School Meals

Children may choose to have a hot meal which is provided by an external company Alliance in Partnership or they may bring a packed
lunch from home. Fizzy drinks and drinks in cans or bottles are not allowed. Please do not include sweets or chocolate or any nut based
products. Parents are asked to provide water in a bottle so children can have access to this at any time of the school day.

In the event of your child going home for lunch it is important that the school is informed at departure and uponreturn.

Infants Universal Free School Meal

From September 2014 all children in Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 are entitled to receive a Free School Meal every day. Roxeth and
our catering company Alliance in Partnership are prepared for this and you will be asked whether you will take this offer when your
child is admitted to the school.

Free School Meals

All children who are entitled to Free School Meals because of their family circumstances bring an additional £1400 into the school  
budget to support their learning experiences at school. This money is known as Pupil Premium money and enables the school to plan  
and support learning opportunities for these children.
If your child is entitled to free school meals anyway you still need to apply and register your entitlement otherwise school will not  
receive this additional funding.

Your child may be able to get free school meals if you get any of the following:
• Income Support
• income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
• income-related Employment and Support Allowance
• support under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999
• the guaranteed element of Pension Credit
• Child Tax Credit (provided you’re not also entitled to Working Tax Credit and have an annual gross income of no more than £16,190)
• Working Tax Credit run-on - paid for 4 weeks after you stop qualifying for Working Tax Credit
• Universal Credit - if you apply on or after 1 April 2018 your household income must be less than £7,400 a year (after tax and not including any benefits you get)
• Children who get paid these benefits directly, instead of through a parent or guardian, can also get free school meals.
Your child may also get free school meals if you get any of these benefits and your child is both:
• younger than the compulsory age for starting school
• in full-time education

If your child is eligible for free school meals, they’ll remain eligible until they finish the phase of schooling (primary or secondary) they’re in on 31 March 2022.

https://www.gov.uk/school-attendance-absence/


Access to the School Grounds

Currently there is access to the admin building for all. At this time some classrooms are not wheelchair accessible. A refurbishment  
programme will include this if feasible.

School Security

The school controls access to the site through all gates and the front entrance. All main doors are accessed by key fob. Once closed  
the ground floor doors open outonly.

Guidelines for Emergency Situations

Emergencies sometime occur, making it necessary to close the whole or part of the school. Every effort will be made to contact  
parents by text or phone  as  soon possible and children will be cared for until parents arrive.
We have a text message service – please ensure we have your current mobile number.

Complaints procedure

Parents, who have a complaint against the school, curriculum or otherwise, are requested to use the following procedure:
• Speak first to the class teacher.
• If the complaint is not settled then make an appointment to see the Deputy Headteacher or the Headteacher.
• If still not satisfied, then contact the Chair of the Governing Body by letter c/o the School.

Before  & After School Care

We currently have a breakfast and afterschool club, but have limited spaces available, please see the school office for details.



Behaviour

At Roxeth we aim to promote a positive teaching and learning environment through a shared sense of values and purpose plus a  
common understanding of desirable behaviour as recognised in the aims of the school.

Pupils, staff, parents and governors will work together to clarify expectations and to make a difference for all of us. Within an ethos of
positive behaviour where all are respected, pupils are safe and staff morale is high, we will act with courtesy, consideration and good
manners towards each other at all times.

In an atmosphere that is calm and orderly our Golden Charter gives clear guidance:

GOLDEN CHARTER
Obey signs and instructions  

Be a friend,
Keep hands, feet and hurtful comments to yourself,

Be a hard worker
Look after equipment

Seek adult help when a problem is BIG

Peer Mediators

Children in year 5 and 6 are trained to support others in the playground through discussion and apology. This develops important skills  
for both sets of children in resolving conflict through mediation. Peer mediators are supported by the lunchtime supervisors if conflict  
remains unresolved.

School Council (Rights Rangers)

Each year classes elect 1 representative to the school council. The council meets each half term to discuss issues as they arise.  
The agenda has covered school grounds, how to spend the school budget, improvements to school buildings, behaviour, how to  
improve lessons. The class representative will tell their class what has been discussed and what action will be taken.



Racial Equality and Cultural Diversity

We live in a society that does not always treat groups fairly. Problems of discrimination can arise in social institutions, including schools.
At Roxeth we recognise the importance of the role of education in helping to break down disadvantages in our society. Behaviour that
devalues any person or group creates unhappiness and insecurity and restricts opportunity.

General Principles for Dealing with Diversity at Roxeth

• An ethos and environment to provide a friendly, supportive and secure atmosphere for all children, acknowledging differing needs.
• A commitment to providing the best for every child including access to all school experiences regardless of age, physical or mental  

ability, ethnic origin or social background.
• The development of positive attitudes to, and understanding of diversity both in school and the community.
• Teaching which reflects our multi-cultural and multi-racial world in a positive way.
• Responding immediately to all incidents that give offence to others in respect of age, ethnic origin, gender, disability or social

background.

Learning Difficulties and/or Disability (SEND)

Our school aims to be an inclusive school. We actively seek to remove the barriers to learning and participation that can hinder or  
exclude individual pupils, or groups of pupils. This means that equality of opportunity must be a reality for all our children, and this of  
course includes pupils with learning difficulties or disabilities.

• We will ensure that pupils with disabilities have the same opportunities as non-disabled pupils to benefit from the education our  
school provides.

• We will not treat a pupil with a disability less favourably than others because of the nature of his/herdisability.
• We will make all ‘reasonable adjustments’ to ensure that a pupil or member of staff with disabilities is not placed at a disadvantage.
• We will do our best to anticipate the needs of a pupil or staff member with disabilities before s/he joins the school.
• Children are assessed regularly by teachers. Where a child shows signs of difficulties in their learning or their behaviour, teachers

use the school process to access support from outside agencies e.g. speech therapy, occupational therapy or counselling.
• Parents are alerted as early as possible and in partnership with the teacher decide on the next step. Each child receives their own  

Individual Education Plan so that small targets can be set and monitored.

Children who are considered to be able in any way e.g. in PE or learning are given opportunity through extension activities to develop  
their skills further. The inclusion staff member is Mrs Linscott.



Anti Bullying Policy

The school takes allegations of bullying very seriously. Staff gather information with the children to substantiate the allegations and then
take action. Where a child is unhappy, arrangements are made for some respite from others during lunchtimes or playtimes and quiet
games are played indoors with chosen friends and supervised by a member of staff. Every effort is made to help the child involved to
return to their class groups with adult support and careful monitoring.



School Uniform

At  Roxeth we have high expectations for our appearance and take pride in our uniform. Roxeth logoed jumpers & t-shirts are 
available at www.schoolmoney.co.uk once you are registered at the school.

The children are required to wear the following school uniform:

• Long grey or black trousers (short grey or black trousers in Summer)
• Black or grey skirt or pinafore
• White polo shirt
• White shirt or blouse
• Formal school sweatshirt or cardigan
• Socks - grey or white (no sports socks please)
• Roxeth formal school fleece jacket
• Blue, Black or White Hijab
• School cap to be worn in the Summer (this is optional but other caps are not permitted)
• Children should wear black sensible footwear.  Children should not wear trainers, boots, high heeled shoes or beach wear to school.

Physical Education

P.E. kits should be kept in school during the week in a draw string sports bag. P.E kits can be taken home weekly for washing.

Swimming
• Swimming trunks for boys
• One piece swimming costume for girls
• Swimming cap
• Towel
The school cannot accept responsibility for the loss of, or damage to, any items brought from home. LOST PROPERTY – IF clothing is  
found and your child’s name is clearly marked we return the item promptly. Lost property is displayed at regular intervals and
unclaimed items are taken to local charity shops at the end of each term.

Indoor P.E
• Blue or Black shorts
• White plain t-shirt
• Plimsolls

Outdoor P.E.
• Blue or Black jogging bottoms
• White plain t-shirt
• Plimsolls Reception-Year 5
• Trainers Year 6 only

http://www.schoolmoney.co.uk/


Learning at Roxeth

Children learn in mixed ability classes with a maximum number of 30 in each class (as of September 2017). Each year group has  
extra support through the allocation of teaching assistant time.

We believe that all children are entitled to a broad and balanced curriculum, which is relevant to their individual needs. Children who
experience difficulties, or who are gifted, able or talented, enjoy equal rights to the opportunities offered at our school. Our curriculum
is based on the new National Curriculum guidelines 2014 and aims to promote the spiritual, moral, cultural, and mental and physical
education of the children and to prepare them for the challenges and opportunities of life.

The youngest children (3-5year olds) follow the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum which encourages learning through play based
activities and a wide range of first hand experiences in the local area. This leads into Key Stage 1 of the National Curriculum and allows
children to explore, investigate, discover, create, practice, rehearse, repeat, revise and consolidate their developing knowledge, skills,
understanding and attitudes.

English

The English curriculum enables children to speak and write fluently. Through reading a range of high quality texts and developing a
love of literature, children will build on their previous knowledge and explore new ideas and concepts. The variety of language that
children hear and speak will engage them within the classroom and will help develop their grammar, comprehension skills and
vocabulary and will link with their reading and writing through all areas of the curriculum.

Mathematics

Maths teaching at Roxeth aims to provide a wide range of learning to enable our children to be both confident and enthusiastic
mathematicians. Mathematics teaching can be broadly divided into six main areas: Number, ratio and proportion, algebra,
measurement, geometry and statistics. Children learn to apply these areas to ‘real life’ problem-solving situations and investigative
activities. In Maths, an emphasis is placed on teaching a range of strategies to solve calculations, enabling children to choose a method
which they feel confident with and can use effectively

Science
We aim to provide children with rich and meaningful opportunities to develop their knowledge of Science (biology, chemistry, physics)
across the curriculum, to foster a learning environment where children initiate their own independent learning by asking questions
and devising their own investigations; they are given time to evaluate and reflect on prior knowledge to make new connections and
discoveries; the progression of skills is evident during each school year and across the key stages ready for tertiary learning; they are
able to experience regular fieldwork activities and every opportunity to learn outdoors is taken; have access to a range of scientific
equipment and technology and are able to use correct terminology; and a culture is developed where children are excited and eagerly
look forward to their next science lesson.



Technology

We aim to provide a wide range of experiences enabling children to:
• Develop a sound base of skills and knowledge leading to a confident approach to problem solving
• Nurture creativity and innovation working throughout challenges to gain a sense of achievement
• Make connections between their learning in school and the changes in today’s technology.

Computing

Computing is taught as a subject in its own right as well as being used as a tool for learning across the curriculum.

We have an ICT suite which each class uses during the week to develop word processing skills, creating, editing and interrogating
databases and spreadsheets. Children also have access to school email and the internet which is closely monitored and filtered.
Laptops, alpha smarts and Interactive Whiteboards enhance learning in the classroom in all subjects. Children also have opportunity to
use remote control toys, video and digital cameras as well as further advance control technology.

History

In history, children learn about people’s lives and lifestyles from both the recent and more distant past, including those from Britain and
the wider world. Pupils use different sources of evidence to investigate the past and to describe and compare events, people and
developments. They learn that the past can be represented and interpreted in different ways. Children are also taught to organise and
communicate their knowledge using a variety of media.

Geography

Children are taught to explore ways in which human beings interact with, and are responsible for, the environment. They have
opportunities to learn about people and places on a local and a global scale and find out how and why changes occur. They use a
variety of skills, including map work and field work and carry out investigations into the use of the environment.

French

French is currently taught across Key Stage 2 (Years 3-6). There is a balanced programme in the skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing. Most of the teaching is through the medium of French. Our aim is for children to enjoy communicating in French. They also
have opportunities to find out how the language works and to become familiar with the culture and geography of France. Children are
expected to take an active part in lessons.



Music

Children are involved in a range of musical activities. They compose music of their own, either individually or in groups. There are regular
opportunities for children to sing and play musical instruments. They are encouraged to listen attentively and to become involved in a
variety of music – pop, classical, jazz, Asian and Afro-Caribbean. All children in Year 3 and Year 4 learn to play the recorder. Instrumental
tuition is available for woodwind, strings and percussion instruments provided by Harrow Music Service, there is a charge for these group
lessons which usually begin in Year 4. Members of the school band and choir take part in school and local concerts and have the
opportunity to play in bands and festivals with other schools.

Physical Education

Through the P.E. programme in the school children improve their physical competence and are helped to experience success and  
enjoyment. They are encouraged to develop a healthy lifestyle and a positive attitude to physical and recreational activities. They learn  
the benefits of participation and the need to work co-operatively as a member of a team. They develop an appreciation of skilful creative  
performances across a range of physical activities. They are given opportunities to practise problem solving skills through physical  
competence to enhance their self-esteem. They are also encouraged to develop personal qualities of commitment, fairness and  
enthusiasm.

P.E. and sports practices take place in the school hall or playground. Swimming, currently for Year 3 children, takes place weekly during  
the school day at John Lyon School’s pool. No charges are made. Most children have two sessions of P.E. each week. The curriculum  
includes gym, dance, games and athletics.

Junior school children are involved in regular sports practices, matches, borough leagues and competitions outside of school hours.  
Sports activities offered include football, netball, cricket, athletics and rounders. Wherever possible sports coaches, from outside  
organisations, are welcomed to work with groups of children. We also employ a sports leader who supports activities during and beyond  
the school day.

Art

Art lessons are concerned with developing visual communication and practical skill to enable the children to understand how ideas,  
feelings and experiences can be expressed. Activities in school reflect the practices of artists, craft workers and designers and include  
drawing, painting, graphics, print making, textiles, weaving sculptures and photography.  Increasing use is made of computers.



Religious Education

The Religious Education syllabus follows the Agreed Syllabus of Religious Education in Harrow. Children are taught to look for meaning and
purpose in life by asking questions about beliefs and values and by learning how different people have answered these questions of human
concern. They are given opportunities to grow in awareness of themselves and the world around them. They acquire knowledge and
understanding of the responses of religion to questions raised. They learn that these issues can be investigated through literature, sacred
texts, religious buildings, artefacts and contact with people in local faith communities.

Collective Worship

“.. all pupils in attendance at a maintained school shall on each day take part in an act of collective worship and .. it shall be wholly,  
mainly or broadly Christian in character.”

Should you wish your child to be withdrawn from Religious Education or Collective worship or require further details, please contact  
the school.

Assessment

Teachers assess children’s progress regularly and use the information to plan the lessons each week. Children are given information about
how to improve their work through discussion in class and with their classmates. Informal discussions are held with parents where teachers
have concerns about children’s learning. Each half term there is a formal meeting for parents with their child’s class teacher.

Reporting to parents

In the summer term each parents receives a formal report on all aspects of their child’s work as well as their attitude to learning and their  
social skills.

Access to documents

In line with the Data protection act all documents are available for parents to see. Requests should be made in writing to the Headteacher  
listing the documents required. We are required to publish online details of how we intend the use the Pupil Premium Grant (PPG).

Parking

Parking space is very restricted both on Roxeth Hill and in Brickfields. When you park your car, please check that local residents can use  
their driveways. Parents are asked not to park on the zig zag lines outside of the school in indicated times. The Council do send  
enforcement officers from time to time.



Home Learning

The school sees homework as an extension to, and a consolidation of, work being done in the classroom.  

It will:

• Be set each week
• Contain clear instructions
• Be completed within a specified period
• Receive clear prompt feedback from the teacher

It is expected that homework will be carried out with care and attention and neatly presented. Homework is an important link between
parents, teacher and children and is a shared responsibility. The school needs to be able to count on parents’ support to see that
homework is completed. If there is a need for clarification or any difficulty arises, parents should check with the teacher. Homework diaries
will be issued for this purpose for children in Key Stage Two. Parents should check that homework is completed and then sign the diary.

It is important to:
• Provide a suitable environment
• Support where necessary
• Give encouragement and praise when work is completed.

Children with special education needs will be expected to do as much homework as possible in common with other children. Where
necessary the work will be altered to ensure success. As children progress through the school the amount of homework will increase. The
main focus will be English and Mathematics and other curriculum areas will have occasional assignments set. Regular reading is
important. We recommend that all children read for a minimum of 10 minutes each day. Children will have a reading Diary which must be
signed and dated by parents on a regularbasis.

Home Learning Timetable

Reception 10 minutes a day Reading and relevant discussion, key words or spellings, maths games / activities.

Year 1 and 2 1 hour per week Reading and relevant discussion, spellings – English, Maths activities.

Years 3 and 4 1.5 hours per week Reading and relevant discussion, spellings, other English work, Maths work, with occasional

assignments in other subjects.

Years 5 and 6 2 hours per week Regular reading and regular discussion.  Weekly schedule with continued emphasis on English

and Maths with assignments in other subjects.



Roxeth School Association(RSA)

Parents automatically become members of the association when their children join the school. The Association organises fun events for  
families in order to raise funds to provide extras for the children and the school. It also helps parents to get to know one another.

Regular events include:
• A Christmas fair
• Summer fair
• Movie night
• KS1 & KS2 Disco

Funds raised have purchased:
• The school mini bus
• Shade sails for the playgrounds
• Golden Time equipment
• Laptops
• Climbing Frame
• Stage Lighting
• Mobile Devices

All parents are invited to help organise the activities, any contribution of time, no matter how small is welcome.

Please contact us by email at rsa@roxeth.harrow.sch.uk

School Office  Charity no: 1019351



Performance and Results 2018

We are very pleased to announce excellent results this year and a continuing pattern of success at Roxeth. The children have worked so
hard all year, backed and supported by the teachers and parents and these efforts have paid off. We would like to congratulate and thank all
the children, staff and parents for their hardwork.

EYFS

From the beginning of Reception, children are assessed in 17 areas, including communication, physical development as well as Maths & Literacy,
‘Good Level of Development’ (GLD) indicates that a child has achieved the Early Learning Goal (ELG) in all the main areas at Roxeth in 2018, 85% of
the children achieved GLD compared with 74% nationally.

Year 1 phonics check

The phonics check is a simple test of reading given to five and six year-olds at the end of year one of primary school in England, it
comprises words and “pseudo-words” that children are expected to pronounce.

Roxeth

95%

Roxeth National

85% 74%



Key Stage One (Year 2) 2018

These figures are based on teacher assessment which is carried out in the month of May. They give us a reasonable idea of how children
are progressing in relationship to other children across the county. They also help us to track progress in the formal curriculum. Children in
Year 2 are expected to achieve level 2. The expectations for the children in Year 2 changed with the new curriculum in 2014.

KS1 Results 2018

*Progress is compared with the national score of zero, so we are delighted that we have high positive scores.

Further performance data can be viewed on the education.gov.uk site along with additional data regarding Pupil Premium allocations,  
expenditure and staffing.

Roxeth Expected National Expected Roxeth Greater Depth National Greater Depth
Reading 85 % 76 % 20 % 26%
Writing 83 % 70% 15 % 16%
Maths 85 % 76% 19 % 22%

Key Stage Two (Year 6) 2018

These figures are based on formal tests taken in May each year. They are a milestone against which every child is measured. A new test
was introduced in 2013, testing children in Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPAG). These tests track progress from Key Stage 1 to
Key Stage 2 and can indicate areas of learning which need further work or practice.

Roxeth Expected National Expected Roxeth Greater 
Depth

National Greater Depth *Progress since KS1 
(2018)

SPAG 96% 78% 34% 34% N/A

Reading 93% 75% 50% 28% +4.2

Writing 88% 78% 20% 20% +0.5

Maths 91% 76% 34% 24% +3.0

https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/school/102185



